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Analysis Apparatus

This invention relates to an analyzer for determining the

concentration of one or more substances in a mixture by meas-

uring the concentration-dependent molecule-specific extinc-

tion according to the preamble of claim 1.

Nondispersive photometers for determining the concentra-

tion of a substance in a mixture are widely known and used

for a great variety of measuring tasks. Thus, commercial

medical measuring instruments for determining C02 content in

tidal air, so-called capnometers, are based on this princi-

ple. Said devices evaluate the attenuation of introduced in-

frared radiation at the wavelength of 4.26 microns character-

istic of C02 according to Lambert-Beer's law

I = I 0 exp[-kCL]

I: Detected intensity

Io: Irradiated intensity

k: Specific extinction coefficient

C: Concentration

L: Optical path length

as a measure of the C02 concentration present in the sample.

In the simplest form, nondispersive photometers work ac-

cording to a single-beam method (cf . EP 0 794 423 Al)

.

IR radiation whose intensity is assumed to be constant is

passed from a radiation source through the volume penetrated

by the sample under testing and measured therebehind for its

intensity using an optoelectric detector as a radiation re-

ceiver. The selectivity for the substance to be detected is

ensured by restricting the IR spectrum to the characteristic

wavelength (s) by a narrow-band filter disposed either behind

the radiator or in front of the receiver.

Alternatively, unfiltered light is passed behind the ab-

sorption chamber in a closed chamber filled with the sub-
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stance to be determined, in which chamber the radiant energy
of the radiation source attenuated at the characteristic
wavelength (s) in accordance with the concentration present in
the absorption chamber is converted into thermal energy by
optical excitation at exactly the characteristic wave-
length ( S

)
and detected as pressure (optopneumatic detector)

in order to obtain the signal-to-noise ratio required for
the necessary measuring accuracy, periodic modulation of the
sxgnal is imperative. This is classically effected by the use
of rotating beam chopping disks, so-called choppers, since
these are mechanically moving parts, this solution has inher-
ent disadvantages with respect to minimum attainable size,
interference susceptibility due to the action of external'
force, and perturbing effects such as vibrations or sound
caused by the rotation. In modern devices one therefore uses
compact, thermal thin-film or thick-film radiation sources
which are operated with clocked current and thus emit peri-
odically modulated radiation themselves.

The single-beam method with one radiation source and one
receiver is hardly applied, however, since temperature and
intensity fluctuations and aging phenomena of the radiation
source, optical elements and receiver lead to strong drift of
the output signal. In order to compensate said effects one
usually employs a double-beam method which uses a second ra-
diation path not influenced by the substance to be measured
as a reference. The signals of the first (measuring) and sec-
ond (reference) radiation paths are ratioed and the ratio
used for determining the concentration.

Double-beam methods by which the radiation from the ra-
diation source is split into measuring and reference radia-
tion paths to two receivers can be realized with optical de-
vices differing in the number of radiation sources, cells
and/or receivers. A device with two radiation sources, one
cell and two receivers is described e.g. in US 3,734,631.
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Compensation of thermal and aging effects in the cell is in-
trinsic to the method. Moreover, considerable measuring and
automatic-control effort is necessary for keeping the radiant
power of the two radiation sources constant, for instance by
using two additional receivers for measuring the radiant
power emitted by the radiation sources before the cell is
traversed. A simplification of this assembly in that both ra-
diation paths are passed onto one receiver is described in US
4,899,053. However, no stabilization of the intensities of
the two radiation sources is provided.

Intensity fluctuations due to temperature fluctuations or
q signs of aging of the radiation source can be compensated in-

trinsically if both radiation paths, i.e. the reference and
measuring radiation paths, are operated from the same radia-
tion source. For this purpose one must perform beam splitting
which is typically realized by prisms or semitransparent,
partially dichroic mirrors in front of or behind the absorp-
tion chamber (cf . EP 0 834 732 A2)

.

However, such optical components reduce intensity, which

g reduces the signal-to-noise ratio and thus worsens the lower
detection limit. Furthermore, the spectral properties of such
elements can change in the course of time through deposits or
attack by aggressive media, which can lead to a shift of the
intensity ratio between measuring and reference paths.

Advantageous beam splitting via imaging mirrors within
the sample chamber doing without intensity-attenuating ele-
ments is described in DE 44 37 188 C2 . The central require-
ment for the reference path is that its intensity not be in-
fluenced, or influenced substantially less than the measuring
path, by concentration changes in the substance to be meas-
ured. For this purpose the reference path is guided almost
completely through a transparent block of calcium fluoride in
the interior of which there is no attenuation of light by the
substance to be measured. However, such a block can cloud in
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over, exact adjustment of the mirrors and thus an el^bora^
adjusting device is necessary. Also, the adjustable mirirSform gaps and similar cavities which delay the exchang/of
the substance to be measured and thus lead to memory2ffeet

s

According to EP 0 780 681 A2, the reference bea/trav-
erses a reference cell filled with reference gas/ut this
involves the above-described disadvantages of p/smatic beam
splitting. Furthermore, it does not permit changes in the op_
tical properties of the measuring cell to be/detected The
miniaturization of such assemblies is limited.

Alternatively, measuring and referenZ beams are both
guxded through the measuring cell but measured in different
wave ranges. The reference beam i S .ei,t£er measured in such
broadband fashion that the intensit/change through extinc-
tion at the characteristic wavelengths of the substance to be
measured is irrelevant, or it isAeasured in narrow-fashion
band like the measuring beam b/t at another wavelength. The
disadvantage of the first method is that a change in spectral
distribution of the radiation source due to temperature fluc-
tuations or signs of agin/ will generally influence measuring
and reference signals differently. The disadvantage of the
second method is the uncertainty about the nonoccurrence of
absorption at the reference wavelength due to unknown sub-
stances. This is dangerous specifically in the case of ambi-
ent air monitoring for toxic gases since absorption at the
reference wave/ength leads to a reduction of sensitivity in
the measuring path. .

-The im/ention is based on the problem of providing an
analyzer/for determining concentration by transmission meas-
uremen/whicH is compact and stable toward outside mechanical
andfenermal influences and permits a wide concentration range
-from a few PPm to several ten percent - to be determined
reliably and continuously.
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This is obtained according to the invention with the ana-lyzer characterized in claim 1. The subclaims state advanta-

geous embodiments of the inventive analyzer.
According to the invention, two radiation paths, i e afirst radiation path from the radiation source to a first re-ceiver and a second radiation path from the radiation source

to a second receiver, traverse the absorption chamber con-
taxnxng the sample with the substance whose concentration is
to be determined.

In both radiation paths measuring is done at the same
wavelength. However, the two radiation paths have a different
length, the first being substantially longer than the second
preferably at least twice, in particular at least four times'
as long. This causes the radiation passing along the first
long path to be attenuated accordingly more in the presence
of the substance to be detected than the radiation along the
second, shorter path.

in delimitation over the prior art, the two radiation
paths are thus not only guided completely through the sample
to be measured but are furthermore measured at the same wave-
length. This results in optical equivalence of the two beams
which avoids essential disadvantages of the approaches hith-
erto described. Due to the equivalent beam control, any in-
tensity-attenuating perturbing effects possibly occurring in
the course of time act on both radiation paths to the same
extent. Due to the measurement of both radiation paths at the
same wavelength, the measuring result is independent of the
spectral distribution of the radiation source, the spectral
properties of the optical elements or changes thereof through
aging effects since both radiation paths are influenced to
the same extent here too.

The greatly different absorption paths in the two radia-
tion paths furthermore permit the dynamic range of the device
to be advantageously widened, if at high concentrations of
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the substance to be measured the absorption in the iong ra-diation path is so strong that the signal arriving at the de-tector fails below the noise limit, the signal from the
Shorter radiation path can be evaluated directly. The attain-
able dynamic gain corresponds to the ratio of the two absorp-
tion paths. y

From the radiation intensity measured by each receiver
one forms an intensity comparative value, for example the
quotient of the intensities measured by the first and second
receivers, said measured intensity comparative value or in-
tensity quotient corresponding to a certain concentration of
the substance to be measured. If one applies Lambert-Beer's
law as mentioned above to both radiation paths, forms the
quotient of the two equations, taxes the logarithm and solves
for concentration, one obtains

C = -1 / (k Lx - k L2 ) In (ii / i 2 )

On the other hand, one can first logarithmize the two
equations, expand them accordingly, subtract from each other
and solve for irradiated intensity. One obtains

Io = exp[Li In l 2 - L2 In i x / ( Ll - L2 ]

Evaluation of the signals of both receivers thus permits
not only the determination of concentration C but also a
statement about irradiated power l 0 . Even if this value is
for technical reasons not used for controlling the radiation
source, it can be used for redundant functional testing of
the analyzer.

The method can be performed not only in single-channel
fashion, i.e. for determining the concentration of a sub-
stance in a sample, but also in multi-channel fashion, i.e.
for simultaneously determining the concentrations of a plu-
rality of substances in a mixture. In the latter case one re-
quires a pair of radiation paths, a first long one and a sec-



end short one, for each individual channel to be measured
However, the radiation paths of all channels are operated
from the same radiation source and guided through the same
sample according to the invention.

The inventive analyzer or photometer is applicable in
particular for determining substances in gas mixtures. How-
ever, lt can also be used to determine the concentration of a
substance in a liquid.

Due to the monolithic assembly and the resulting high me-
chanical stability, the inventive analyzer is compression-
proof and also helium-leakproof . It can accordingly be used
for measurements in the pressure range from vacuum to 10 bar
for example.

As radiation one uses in particular infrared radiation.
The infrared radiation source irradiates the sample to be
analyzed and the receivers or detectors measure the attenua-
tion of the IR radiation. The selectivity for a certain sub-
stance is obtained by narrow-band filtering of the light to a
range in which the substance absorbs IR radiation as greatly
as possible in a characteristic wave range through molecule
vibrations

.

As an IR radiation source one preferably uses a thermal
IR radiation source; one also preferably uses thermal receiv-
ers, e.g. pyrodetectors or thermopiles. However, it is also
possible to use alternative electrooptical radiation sources
such as diode lasers which work at low temperatures, or gas
lasers. As receivers one can also use quantum detectors.

To form the two optical paths of different lengths be-
longing to a channel in the absorption chamber one preferably
provides two mirrors in the absorption chamber which are dis-
posed at different distances from the IR radiation source and
reflect radiation of the radiation source onto first and sec-
ond receivers

.
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The mirrors are preferably formed according to the inven-

txon by concave mirrors, whereby one preferably uses aspheric
mirrors, in particular mirrors whose surface is formed by a
section of a spheroid. Thus the light emitted by the radia-
tion source is focused almost completely onto the receivers.

As a radiation source one therefore uses according to the
invention an IR plane radiator produced by the thin- or
thick-film technique. Since plane radiators have an angular
distribution of emission following the law of cosines and
thus emit a strongly forward directed radiation in contrast
to point or line radiators, their radiation can be focused
especially advantageously onto the receivers. In order to be
protected from aging through gas contact or destruction upon
measurement of reactive gases, the radiation source is pref-
erably disposed outside the absorption chamber, i.e. sepa-
rated gastight by an optical window from the absorption cham-
ber and thus the substance to be measured.

The filter for filtering out the wave range of IR radia-
tion characteristic of the substance to be measured can be
disposed on the radiation source or both receivers in the
case of single-channel measurement. In the case of multi-
channel measurement the filters must be mounted in front of
the receivers.

If the filters are mounted in front of the receivers,
they must have pairwise exactly identical optical properties.
In order to avoid differences in optical properties, as occur
for production reasons both between different batches of fil-
ter material and due to inhomogeneities on one and the same
disk of a filter, the filters belonging to a channel are es-
pecially advantageously cut out of adjacent areas of one and
the same filter disk.

The inventive analyzer preferably has a monolithic assem-
bly. That is, the mirrors are formed integrally with the
housing whose interior forms the absorption chamber. For in-
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tegral formation with the housing, the mirrors can be pro-
duced by machining the inside of the housing, forming theerrors when casting the housing or the like. One can thus
also do without installation of the mirrors and adjustment ofthe mirrors

.

So that the interior of the housing is accessible, the
housing is preferably partite. The mirrors are then prefera-
bly formed integrally with the same housing part. Due to this
monolithic assembly one also requires few seals.

Since the interior of the housing at the same time forms
the absorption chamber there are no separating surfaces, dead
volumes or mountings between housing and mirrors, absorption
chamber and housing, etc., with the monolithic design of the
inventive analyzer. One thus obtains not only fast media ex-
change without memory effects but also reliably maintains the
imaging geometry of the inventive device in case of tempera-
ture changes or mechanical influences.

The integral formation of the mirrors with the housing or
the one housing part on which they are provided results in
first-order compensation of thermal expansions upon tempera-
ture changes which would lead to a change of the lengths of
the two optical paths belonging to a channel relative to each
other. At the same time, the integral formation of the mir-
rors with the housing or the one housing part obtains high
mechanical stability and thus effectively prevents a signal
change due to outside mechanical influences.

The housing is preferably made of metal. This ensures not
only high stiffness and thus high mechanical stability but
also fast temperature compensation, in particular through
metals high thermal conductivity and low heat capacity in or-
der to ensure a fast temperature balance.

Suitable metals have proved to be in particular aluminum
materials, i.e. aluminum metal or aluminum alloys, in par-
ticular temper annealed metal or aluminum materials, in order
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to prevent slow drift through internal stresses and thereby
ensure high long-term stability.

Apart from that, aluminum materials permit the mirrors tobe easily worked out for example by machining. Moreover, mir-
ror surfaces of aluminum materials have high IR reflectivity
Mxrror surfaces of aluminum materials are also inert to most

"

media or they form a corrosion-inhibiting protective layer
for example toward oxygen (air) or fluorine-containing com-
pounds through an A1 203 or A1F3 protective layer. This layer
18 gen6rally S° thln that the optical properties are not in-
fluenced.

!

A metal housing moreover ensures an electric and magnetic
,

shielding, which is important in particular for very small
signals. The electronic housing receiving the devices for
signal processing can be fastened to the photometer housing
with the absorption chamber, the radiation source, the two
receivers and the two mirrors, thereby ensuring good shield-
ing for the total signal path. The electronic housing is for
this purpose preferably made of the same material as the pho-
tometer housing, also in order to prevent temperature
stresses due to different temperature expansion coefficients.

The radiation of the radiation source is preferably modu-
lated in order to be independent of background radiation on
the receiver side. If one wants to do without mechanically
moving parts (choppers), the radiation source must be de-
signed so as to be electrically modulated.

.
The inventive analyzer can be used for example for ana-

lyzing environmentally harmful or toxic gas, in particular
for continuous monitoring of waste gases, for example for
monitoring waste-gas cleaning installations. Environmentally
harmful gases which can be analyzed with the inventive device
are in particular inert, fluorine-containing gases, for exam-
ple fluorinated or perfluorinated hydrocarbons, nitrogen tri-
fluoride or sulfur hexafluoride

.
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With the inventive device one can reliably and continu-
ously determine the concentration of one or more substances
of e.g. less than 1 ppm to 50% and more.

in the following a single-channel and a double-channel
embodiment of the inventive analyzer will be explained in
more detail. by way of example with reference to the drawings
in which: '

FIG.
1 shows schematically a view of the radiation path

of the device;

FIGS. 2a and 2b show perspective views of the two housing
half-members of the device in the open state; and

FIGS. 3a and 3b show perspective views of the two housing
half-members of the double-channel device in the open state

The device accordingly has two housing parts 1, 2 of sub-
stantially equal size indicated by dashed lines in FIG. 1.

According to FIG. 2, housing half-members 1, 2 are of
substantially cuboid form, for example made of an aluminum
material. Between housing half-members 1, 2 there is sealing
ring 3. Bores 4, 5 are for screwing housing half-members 1, 2
together.

A cavity is worked out of inside 6 of housing half-member
2 to form concave mirror 7. Further, projection 8 is worked
out of inside 6 of housing half-member 2, and smaller second
concave mirror 9 at the tip of projection 8. First concave
mirror 7 is disposed at a substantially greater distance from
IR radiation source 11 than second concave mirror 9. Concave
mirrors 7, 9 integral with housing part 2 each form sections
of a spheroid, the axes of the spheroid of first concave mir-
ror 7 being accordingly greater than the axes of the spheroid
of second concave mirror 9. The two spheroids are so disposed
that the radiation source and one of the receivers are lo-
cated at the focal points in each case. Inside 12 of housing
part 1 likewise has a cavity for receiving projection 8,
among other things.
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The cavities on insides 6, 12 of housing parts 2, 1 form
absorption chamber 13 of the mounted housing (FIG. 1).

The medium to be analyzed i s supplied to absorption cham-
ber 13 via bore 14 in the wall of housing part 2 which is op-
posite mirror 7 (FIG . 2b) . The medium exits
bore (not shown) in housing part 1 or 2

.

IR radiation source 11, formed as a plane radiator, i s
deposed outside housing part 1 on opening 16. Further, first
recexver 17 is provided on opening 18 and second receiver 19
on another opening 21 in housing part 1 (FIG. 2)

.

g According to FIG. 1, radiation from radiation source 11" xa split on the edge of mirror 9 facing mirror 7 into radia_

H tl0n PathS 22 and 23
' Preferably and especially advanta-

t jj
geously in equal shares. Radiation paths 22, 23 from radia-

* txon source 11 to receivers 17, 19 traverse absorption cham-
.

ber 13 and thus the substance to be analyzed contained

Jj
therein. The one radiation path 22 by which part of the ra-

JU
dxation from the radiation source is reflected by large mir-

£ ror 7 has a substantially greater length than radiation path
22 with reflection on other mirror 9.

The double-channel configuration shown in FIG. 3a/b dif-
fers from the single-channel configuration shown in FIG. 2
a/b only in the number of receivers and the formation of the
mirrors. Instead of the single receivers in housing openings
18 and 21 in the single-channel configuration, one inserts
two receivers in each case into housing openings 18 and 21,
18a and 21a (FIG. 3a) here. In the double-channel configura-
tion, mirrors 7 and 9 of the single-channel configuration are
broken in the plane shown in FIG. 1 and tilted away orthogo-
nally therefrom such that the radiation source in housing
opening 16 and the receivers in openings 18 and 21, 18a and
21a are seated at the focal points of mirrors 7 and 9, 7a and
9a in each case (FIG. 3b) .


